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Charity and Justice in the Ethical Movement 

Arthur Dobrin 

Introduction 

George Bernard Shaw was no stranger to the Ethical 
Movement. Although never a member ofan Ethical Society, there 
were close - and sometimes disputatious - connections between 
the Fabians and the various British Ethical Societies (MacKillop, 
1986), We may suppose, t!ten, that when in MajorBarbara Shaw 
makes reference to an Ethical Society. this was no uneducated or 
uninformed comment. Butwhat exactly is it that Shaw is trying to 
convey about an Ethical Society? Putting it as he does in this 
particular play. we may conclude that the point is to place the 
Ethical Society in the setting of tum-of- the century British 
religious institutions. 

In the preface to this play, Shaw dismisses religion as a 
hand-maiden of the wealthy and powerful. 

[Religion] must be on the side of the police and the military, no 
matter what one believes or disbelieves; and as the police and 
military are the instruments by which the rich rob and oppress the 
poor (on legal and moral principles made for the purpose), it is not 
possible to be on the side of the poor and of the police at the same 
time. Indeed the religious bodies, as the almoners of the rich, 
become a sort of auxiliary police, taking off the insurrectionary 
edge of poverty with coals and blankets, bread and treacle, and 
soothing and cheering the victims with hopes of immense and in
expensive happiness in another world when the process of work
ing them to premature death in the service of the rich is complete 
in this. (p.205) 

In Act m. Barbara asks her father, the industrialist Under
shaft, about his arms factory. She comments that it must be a pit 
where workers are but poor creatures with faces blackened by 
smoky fires and tormented by her father. Her father corrects her 
by noting that it is in fact a spotlessly clean and beautiful hillside 
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town. He assures her that there are even churches in the town: two 
Methodist chapels and an Ethical Society. The Society "is not 
much patronized. as my men are all strongly religious. In the High 
Explosive Sheds they object to the presence of Agnostics as 
unsafe." (p. 295) 

L 
While Undershaft's workers didn't have much use for the 

Ethical Culturists. Undershaft, it seems. found an Ethical Society 
useful the same way in which any church was useful to him: it 
diverted workers' attention away from their real interests as 
laborers by providing them with, in the case of the Methodists, a 
hope of heaven and in the case f the Ethical Society - what? The 
expectation that the cultivation of good character will bring the 
rewards that collective action would not? 

By placing a notional Ethical Society side by side with a 
Methodist Chapel with no disclaimer as to their substantive 
differences on political issues, Shaw appears to view Ethical 
Societies simply as churches for agnostics but churches neverthe
less. If indeed this is his assessment, then Ethical Societies are 
subject to the same critique as all religions, namely as vehicles 
which ultimately serve the interests of the powerful to the detri
ment of the interests of the oppressed. 

Is Shaw correct? Are Ethical Societies churches for the 
unchurched, a religion for the agnostic and atheist but essentially 
performing the same functions as other religious bodies? Ifone 
accepts Shaw's critique of religion in a world of injustice and 
oppression, does the Ethical Movement escape the scorn heaped 
upon it? 

Priests 

I want to examine this issue byviewing the matter through 
the lens ofa common typology. It has often been said that religious 
leadership can be divided into three types: the priest, the pastor, 
and the prophet. Each type arises within the context ofa particular 
religious outlook, reflecting the work necessary to adequately 
carry out the charge flowing from the religious ideology. An 
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Encyclopedia ofReligion (Fenn) does not have an entry under 
"priests" but refers the reader instead to the entries under magic, 
medicine man, sacred literature, shamanism, and tabu [sic]. The 
implication of such references is that the priesthood. is related to 
a conception of the universe in which the sacred and the secular 
realms can intersect through the guidance ofthose who have been 
properly initiated and who, in tum, safeguard the purity and the 
holiness of the people through rites and rituals which they per
fonn. Priest may be guardians of the altar, administer the sacra
ments, or offer absolution. 

The Ethical Movement does not have a tradition ofpriests 
as its foundational philosophy admits of the possibility only in the 
most attenuated fonn. Founded by Felix Adler in 1876, the Ethical 
Movement at its inception was greatly influenced by Platonic 
metaphysics, mediated through the work of Immanuel Kant. 
While Adler's ethics were not Kant's (Singer, 1988), Adler does 

" 
stand in the Idealist tradition, at least to the extent that epistemol
ogically he separates the world into the sensible and the supersen
sible realms. Adler (1933) criticizes those who attempt to address 
ethical questions by searching the empirical disciplines and pres
ents instead his claim for a uniquely ethical understanding of 
ethical questions. Adler held fact and value to be distinct entities. 
Yet it is not difficult to imagine how, if pushed to its limit in one 
direction, the supersensible realm not only becomes critical for 
thefull functioning ofthe religious life but also becomes the realm 
ofprimary importance. A realm beyond senses-unseen, untouch
able-canbecome mystical. The history ofreligions shows us how 
often (although not necessarily) the mystical is associated with the 
mysterious, which requires special knowledge, a,knowledge open 
only to a select few. 

The extension of the supersensible to the supernatural is 
not impossible to imagine, although Adler makes the possibility 
less likely by explicitly contending that the supernatural and the 
supersensible realms are ontologically different. On a more prac
tical level, throughout An Ethical Philosophy ofLife Adler makes 
clear that he invites each person to consider for herself or himself 
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the validity ofhis claims and thereby undercuts the possibility of 
developing a priesthood which would be responsible for the open
ing and closing of the gates to the realm which lies beyond the 
senses. In keeping with the spirit of America, Adler's religion 
stayed clear from a priestly class. 

Whatever criticism can be raised against priestly relig
ions, such criticism does not apply to the Ethical Movement. 

Pastors 

The second role religious leaders play is that of pastor. The 
pastor is the person who ministers to the spiritual needs ofpeople 
as those needs are experienced in this world. The pastor is the 
caretaker, the supervisor who pays attention to the offices of the 
religion and the well-being of the members. Not surprisingly, 
some ministers find themselves functioning as counselors. In
deed, religious leaders are frequently called upon to help with life
problems in general, not merely with religion-specific matters. 
The minister clarifies, supports, encourages, and tends to the 
wounds of lives broken in the living. The pastor is the shepherd 
looking after the flock. The pastoral image is apt, as it conjures 
peaceful fields of ease, the place in which worries are no more. 
The minister, then, is there to provide ease, relieve tension, and 
create peace of mind for the perplexed. 

Because a major function of the pastor is to provide 
comfort, the pastor turns congregants away, at least to some 
extent, from the tumult of the world ofhuman beings. The world, 
as it is experienced, is full of strife in which power is an ever
present factor, a place of competing egos where cooperation 
amongst people remains a distant hope. The minister is the doctor 
of the spirit, broadly construed. Mercy, compassion, and tender
ness are the prime ministerial vinues. 

Not infrequently, leaders in the Ethical Movement are 
called upon tofperform pastoral functions. In addition to officiat
ing atriteslof passage.i~aders'Visiube-sick and the shut-ins and 
offercounselingto those woo seek: their';servicest Indeed,one of 
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the components of training for those considering professional 
leadership in the Movement is that of pastoral work. 

Ethical Societies are organized similarly to and function 
much like liberal religious institutions. Whether or not a leader 
accepts the mantle of pastor, the experience of most Ethical 
Culture leaders is that many members ascribe such status to them. 
As in religious congregations, members often expect their leader 
to pay attention to them in a way they do not expect from other 
members or other professionals. The relationship between minis
ter and congregant is qualitatively different from that of profes
sional counselors and their clients in that ministers do not counsel 
on a fee-for-use basis. The pastoral transaction is noncommercial 
in a way in which others types of counseling cannot be. In 
meetings of the professional body of Ethical leaders in recent 
years, time has been devoted to studying manuals written for 
Christian ministers to help them better perform their tasks. While 
the terminology used is foreign to Ethical leaders, leaders could 
identify with the problems presented. 

A pastoral model for religious leaders and, in turn, reli
gious bodies presents difficulties not unrelated to Shaw's con
cern. The ministerial approach focuses largely upon individuals, 
often ignoring the social forces which help shape human destiny. 
As a way of meeting human needs, as a method of responding to 
human pain, this is legitimate. The injured care for little more than 
their own care. The hurt want their pain to be assuaged, the 
grieving seek solace, and so forth. Furthermore, paying attention 
to one person at a time is a form of respect, as it treats concerns as 
unique to that person. It is antistatistical, particularistic, singular, 
unique. By paying attention to an individual, one honors that 
person as a human being. 

Pastoral concerns, however. need not be limited to the 
confmes of the religious organization and its membership. They 
may also be directed at the needs of society at large. The history 
ofsocial service institutions, from involvement with poor-relief to 
care for the oIphan, hospitals, and prisons indicates that fre
quently religious institutions have provided the impetus. support 
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and direction to these institutions "Religious ideas were the most 
important intellectual influence on American welfare institutions 
in the nineteenth century. People interested in charity and correc
tion usually professed a religious motive and claimed a religious 
sanction" (Leiby. 1978. p.351). 

The externalization ofreligious ministry is social service. 
Such an approach has t.i.e same advantages as does ministering 
within the religious organization. namely, it addresses the imme
diate concerns of particular individuals. But it also suffers from 
the same limitations, namely, it de-contextualizes the individual 
by ignoring the social systems - from family to work to politics
which inevitably help shape individual lives. In other words, it 
ignores the social nature of human beings. As pointed out by 
Joseph Chuman (1992), "Service seems to imply a fixed world 
order which we then 'serve' as opposed to a malleable world we 
work to reconstruct" Morris Raphael Cohen, whq founded the 
Harvard Ethical Society in 1905 and became one of City College 
of New York's great teachers was less charitable in his view: 

I 

Labor, peace and similar matters are engrossing the interest of 
churchmen more and more. This attitude has been reinforced by 
the attitude of many social workers, who are largely drawn from 
the class ofperson of benevolent disposition who formerly would 
have gone into the ministry and sought to save human souls from 
perdition; now they seek to save human beings from temporal 
distress and carry over into their work a diffuse social mysticism 
- a feeling that by rubbing elbows with one's neighbor's one al
ways touches the divine. [1962, p.242J 

The fixed nature of the social world is an assumption 

i behind much social service work, and it may well have been this 
that Shaw had in mind in placing the Ethical Society side by side 1 

! 	 with the Methodists. In correspondence with Sidney Webb in 
1895 he paired the London Ethical Society with the Charity 
Organization Society as polar opposites of the Fabian Society 
(MacKillop, 1986). The C.O.S. spawned the settlement house 
movement initiated largely by Arnold Toynbee. In 1883, Toynbee 
expressed the sentiment of those in the early years when he said: 
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You have - I say itclearly and advisedly - you have to forgive, for 
we have wronged you; we have sinned against you grievously 
not knowing always, but still we have sinned, and let us confess 
it; ifyou will but forgive us - nay, whether you will forgive us or 
not - we will service you, we will devote our lives to your service, 
and we cannot do more. [MacKlllop. 1986. p.15] 

Samuel Bamett, who once was at the center of the C.O.S., 
when working at Toynbee Hall began to move the settlement 
house in directions that dissociated it from the C.O.S. philosophy 
of service and charity. This reflected a more generalized change 
in attitudes toward charitable acts, which viewed such benevo
lence through the experience of the recipient. As explained by 
Raymond Williams, "The odium which gathered around charity 
in this context comes from feelings of wounded self-respect and 
dignity which belong, historically, to the interaction ofcharity and 
of class-feelings, on both sides of the act" (p.46). The shift came 
as Bamettrecognized that the needy were not so much responsible 
for their own conditions as were the forces of capital and landlor
dism. This move towards socialism was not endorsed by the 
London Ethical Society, whose guiding figure was Bernard 
Bosanquet, also active in the C.O.S. "Bosanquet was valued by 
the L.E.S [London Ethical Society] not least for his critique of 
socialism. In a lecture to the Fabian Society in February 1890 he 
confrontedthe doers of something with their philosophical confu
sion" (MacKillop, 1986, p.91). 

IfShaw equated the Ethical Movement with the London 
Ethical Society of Bosanquet' s anti-socialism and placed it as the 
intellectual ally of the C.O.S., then it is understandable why he 
dismissed the Ethical Society by depicting it as Undershaft's 
church of choice for agnostics. An Ethical Society of this charac
ter was no more likely to challenge the existing social order than 
was any church which rested upon a spirit of service. 

The London Ethical Society certainly was not typical of 
the Ethical Movement However, charity as a function of the 
Ethical Society seems to have support from its founder. IfShaw 
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had heard Adler speak at the time he wrote Major Barbara, he 
would not have been dissuaded in his criticism of the Ethical 
Movement. In a published address, Adler stated: 

Again the Church has ever been the centre of good works. a 
reservoir from which the stream ofcharity has been distributed in 
manifold channels throughout the social organism. The Ethical 
Society aims to be a Church in the same sense. For a long time it 
was believed that only a Church teaching a distinct creed could 
suppon charity. The Ethical Society seeks to demonstrate, and if 
I may be pardoned for saying so, I think it has, to a certain extent, 
demonstrated that this is a mistake; that a creedless Church, a 
Church for the unchurched, may be no less effective in the same 
direction. [1905, pp.190-1] 

Evidently, Adler did not suffer the same qualms as Shaw 
about acts ofcharity. Rather, he understood charity as essential to 
religious organizations, the Ethical Movement amongst them. Yet 
Adler remained critical of the churches role in upholding world
liness and conformity, thereby sapping energy from a healthy 
social reconstruction (Friess, 1981). Adler's throne was not that of 
mercy but that of justice. He understood the necessity for trans
forming institutions as well as helping individuals, in fact, in order 
to help individuals realize their higher selves. A contemporary 
example of the need to understand structural relations in order to 
understand the limitations placed upon individuals is presented by 
Juliet Schor (1991). She notes most Americans reject materialist 
values yet are unable to act upon their values because most 
workers do not have a free choice in working fewer hours in order 
to obtain more time with family, work for the betterment of 
society, or improve their physical health. The structure of the 
workplace, reinforced by other social norms, makes change 
difficult, though not impossible. Another example of a similar 
nature is the often cited distinction between individual and insti
tutional racism. More than kind hearts are needed to address the 
way in which matters such as employment, schools, and access to 
mortgages impede racial equality in America. 
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Prophets 

While priests are guardians of the sacred and pastors 
minister to the spiritual need ofpeople, prophets call upon people 
to cultivate their characters so as to live consistently by the ethical 
standards postulated by their religion. Typically, prophets present 
a standard different than personal benevolence. The ideal of 
prophets is that of social justice. Although Adler was not critical 
of charity as such, in his own life he demonstrated something 
different. Charity presupposes a static and atomistic view of 
society and human beings. Adler's philosophy was more dynamic 
and social than that. Accepting the social nature ofhuman beings, 
like the Hebrew prophets and Greek philosophers, Adler viewed 
people in relational tenns. Therefore, political and economic 
morality - the realm of social ethics - constitute an essential 
component of moral philosophy and religious concern. 

When one reads Adler's statements about charity, the 
Ethical Movement can be viewed as a palliative or refonnist 
movement. However, when one views Adler through the pro
phetic strain, the Ethical Movement can be seen as aiming at 
something quite different: the transfonnation of society, the 
reconstruction of institutions to better allow for the ethical func
tioningofpeople, the creation ofa society which allows for the full 
flowering of the talents of each unique being as he or she relates 
to other human beings .. 

In his address "The Judaism of the Future" (1873), deliv
ered at Temple Emanuel three years before the establishment of 
the Ethical Movement, Adler called upon the religion of his birth 
to meet the challenges of the day. He foresaw a "religion not 
confined to church and synagogue alone" that "shall go forth into 
the marketplace, shall sit by the judge in the tribunal, by the 
counsellorin the hall oflegislation, shall stand by the merchant in 
his warehouse, by the workman at his work." In this sennon he 
spoke of the ''Temple of the future. Justice its foundation, Peace 
andGoodwill its columns, and the vast fmnament of heaven itself 
its high dome." 
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That Adler would place justice as the fIrst of its virtues is 
not surprising, as righteousness stands squarely at the center of 
Judaism. Indeed, there is no word for "charity" in Hebrew or 
Yiddish. Instead, it is encompassed in the more comprehensive 
tsedakah, that is, righteousness, compassion, and the duty to help 
one's fellow being. Schwarzschild (1974) comments that in 
Judaism "virtually the entire spectrum of ethical values is com
prised in the notion ofjustice." In defIning his concept of religion 
as that ofdeed before creed, Adler made the establishment ofa just 
social order an essential part of the work of an Ethical Society. 
Consistent with this view, we fInd that within a year of the 
Movement's formation Adler attempted to organize a cooperative 
print shop as a response to the economic system, which not only 
exploited labor but also demeaned the persona,lity of the worker. 
The project failed within a year as printers squabbled amongst 
themselves. Adler concluded that for a cooperative approach to 
economics to succeed, unselfIsh personalities needed to be formed 
at an early age. As a result, the New York Society started a free 
kindergarten the following year and in 1878 established the 
Workingman's School. 

The pattern of creating institutions in response to the 
needs of society persisted. "For in having turned away from the 
speculative and purely verbal activity of the Free Religious 
Association, Adler sought to make his Ethical Culture Movement 
an embodiment of ethics in action" (Ericson, 1988, p. 159). 
Ericson lists more than a page ofaccomplishments of the Ethical 
Movement since its founding. While some of the accomplish
ments noted fall into the sphere of social service, such as the 
District Nurse Service, others are along the line of social action, 
such as the fIrst settlement house in America. 

So imbued with the idea of social reconstruction, Adler's 
focus in the Movement's early years upon the labor question, city 
housing and politics, child care, and education caused some to 
charge that he had abandoned religion in favor of social reform 
(Friess, 1981). They misunderstood Adler's intent, for he viewed 
social action properly done as being at the heart ofreligion. A half 
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century after the Movement's founding, Adler explained: 

Will you say then that our object was to combine the practice of 
both our social and our individual duties? But this is to indulge in 
acheap homily, pointing out that certain things ought to be done, 
without deigning to suggest means whereby they can bedone. I too 
believein combining the social and the individual ideal, but not by 
ranging them side by side, and pursuing alternately now one and 
then the other. I believe in synthesizing the individual and social 
ideal, and just in this synthesis iscontained the fuller ethical ideal, 
which, to my way of thinking, marks the next great step forward 
on the road ofethical progress which mankind is destined to take. 
The new insight consists in grasping the great truth that social 
service is not only a means, but indeed an indispensable means of 
self-development; that it is not only by practicing veracity. and 
chastity, and the forgiveness ofenemies, but also by public service 
in the community, in the city, in the state, and in the society of 
mankind at large that we grow into our larger and truer selves. 
Social and public service, therefore, is a means of spiritual growth, 
to be valued chiefly on account ofthe spiritual equivalents which 
it leaves in the soul, in the personality. This is the solution which, 
it seems to me, will avail us. [ 1946, p. 60] 

Although Adler spoke kindly of charity, his own views 
were far more complex. His notion of social reconstruction was 
tied to his view of the nature of human beings: 

If it is necessary to propose a defmition of this highest and best 
[that exists in every person], I should say that it is the sense of 
organic connection with others, the consciousness of the individ
ual that in his inmost self he is socially determined, the sense that 
to live means to live in others without surrender of the self; or, 
more precisely, to exercise such influence on others as to bring to 
the birth new life conjointly in them and in oneself. 
For what does it mean to do good to others, or to serve them? .. Is 
it not to spiritualize them, to make them away ... that they stand in 
organic, that is. spiritual, relations of give and talre with all 
kindred life? ..The idea ofjoint responsibility for the attainment in 
eachofthe ultimate aim oflife should take the place ofegoism and 
allrUism alike. 
Does the ideal of the spiritual possibilities of man make us less 
attentive to his physical need? I claim that the exact contrary is 
true. Better dwellings. assured material existence, are indispen
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sable means to the unfolding of the spiritual possibilities of man. 
And the more clearly and distinctly we envisage the end. the more 
intensely shall we desire the end, if it commend itself. And the 
more intensely we desire it, the more we shall be impeDed toadopt 
the means that cooduce to it [1915, pp. 181-88] 

While this is far from an ethic ofcharity, one wonders to 
what extent Adler's emphasis upon the spiritualelement ofsocial 
reconstruction was a result ofhis own social standing and that of 
many of his key supporters; and to what extent it served as a 
rationale for not following the more radical implications of an 
ethical philosophy of life, such as that found by Stanton Coit in 
relation to the British Labour Party. For despite disclaimers to the 
contrary that "the bulk of this ftrst Ethical Society consisted of 
what would be called average people" (Adler quoted in Golding, 
p. 50), the Ethical Movement in America, unlike its counterpart 
and forerunner in Germany, the present-day Bund Freireligioser 
Deutchuslands, never was a laborers' movement. 1 

This is not to say that the Ethical Society was composed 
onlyofthe wealthy, for wecan admit an elementoftruth to Adler's 
self-assessment. Yet one wonders what Adler had in mind when 
he spoke of"average people," since the Ethical Movement then, 
as now, was composed hardly at all of people of color, the I 
uneducated, or rural dwellers. 

Social reform in a movement composed primarily of 
businessmen, professionals, and industrialists necessarily par
took of a type of benevolence. The reconstruction suggested 
would too be reached through reform. In an address entitled "The 
Moral A wakening of the Wealthy," Adler is critical of the uneasy 
tension between democracy and plutocracy, with the privileges 
which flow from it. Adler finds no compelling argument for the 
accumulation of excessive wealth: 

I would urge the principle of self-limitation in regard to wealth. 
This is not a solution of the social problem - I am not now 
discussing this; I am discussing the problem of the broken self
consciousness of the plutocrat in a democmcy, and asking how 
this person can save his soul alive; how he can do so now, in 
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advance of the coming of the social reconstruction on which we 
may have set our hearts. And I would insist that he can at all events 
lead, not the simple life, but what I should prefer to call the 
essential life; that he can take out of the share of wealth that comes 
to him only so much as he needs to realize the essentials of a truly 
human existence, to maintain himself at the highest stand of 
etliciencyindoing his work... We haveproposedas ageneral truth 
that aman should spend only up to the limit of his proper human 
needs, devoting the surplus to the promotion ofprogressive social 
movements in the right direction ... 
Among the workmen whom he passes as he goes through his 
factories there are probably some, and in the city around there are 
certainly nOl afew, who have the same orbetter ability than he, and 
who would perform his function in industry as well or better than 
he if the circumstances of their early life had not closed the door 
ofopportunity in their faces. But there is no reason for him to step 
down and invite the mass of untrained workmen to run his works. 
It is a reason for him to stay where he is, to fulfill his office to the 
utmost of his ability, and in the social spirit; that is to say. to use 
his opportunities in order to prepare the way for a social order 
better and more just that which now is. [1915, pp. 169-71J 

Adler's call is for self-restraint, social conscience, and be
nevolence on the part of plutocrats, an idea hardly credible to 
Marxists, who maintained, as Adler (1933) himself noted, that 
moral ideas are epiphenomena (Le., by-products of the material 
conditions). 

Inhis own life, Adler seemed to reflect the ideal described 
in the preceding passages. He was personally involved in many 
refonn movements, yet this apparently did not affect the privi
leged style in which he lived. Nevertheless, his emphasis upon 
social reform as intrinsic to religious activity apparently affected 
Reformludaism. In an address to Temple Emanuel in 1883, Myer 
Stem said, "It is not enough that members ofour Congregation as 
individuals are charitable. The Congregation itself as an organ
ized body must engage in humanitarian work, so that the commu
nity can see plainly the good effects of the religious exercise" 
(Kraut, 1979, p.181). Several decades later the Social Gospel 
movement, which also viewed humanitarian efforts at reform as 
critical to the religious life, arose in Protestantism It may be too 
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much to claim that the Ethical Movement was responsible for this 
development within religious bodies. At the least, however, it was 
in the forefront. 

The Ethical Movement takes on the task of making the 
ethical religious; that is, it places as central to the religious 
experience the necessity ofadopting the moral point ofview . This 
necessitates putting one's self in another's place, choosing as 
though we might be any of the people affected by our choices and 
actions, and otherwise being impartial in our judgments and 
behavior. Green (1988) contends that all religions have in com
mon the encouragement oftheir adherents to adopt themora1 point 
of view. But the Ethical Movement, uniquely amongst westernre
ligions, places the moral point at the core of the religious life. The 
inescapable conclusion, as Adler rightly pointed to in his Temple 
Emanuel sermon, is that a religion based upon ethics is a religion 
in which the practice ofsocial justice is intrinsic to its very nature. 

Social Change and Caring 

Whatever limits are inherent in Adler's view of social 
change, he stands more on the side ofsocial justice than ofcharity. 
This, however, has created its own problems. Acts of charity 
require a sensitivity to the pain of others and a desire to alleviate 
that pain in the present. While a social conscience also requires a 
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consist ofa critique ofsociety and the institutions which perpetu
ate injustices. The implication of the stress upon a ethic of social 
justice is as follows: "Oearly Adler's own ethics, so strongly 
charged with refashioning this world's society, could not offer 
[the] same tidings of relief to the heavy laden" (Friess, 1981, p. 
244). 

While the Ethical Movement defines itself as both a 
religious and an ethical movement, Adler, on his part, thought of J 
himself as a religious seeker. Indeed, late in his life he believed 
that"hehad arrived at a personal vision ofbelonging in a universal 
order ofdivine life" (Friess, 1981 p. 245). This spiritual vision is 
captured in Adler's aphorism, "Act so as to elicit the best in others 
and thereby in one's self." This concept can provide the link 
between the intimacy of ministry and the benign care of the 
prophet. 

In trying to express a distinct tum in Felix Adler's view of 

relatedness, I have used the words mutual maturing, to suggest a 

helping of one another. both individuals and groups, to develop 

along their best lines. This may seem cooler than to speakoflove, 

yet it offers two values: it puts a special stress on growth and it 

perhaps reduces the tension between intimacy and inclusiveness 

in love. For both reasons, I trust it conveys faithfully a sense of 

Adler's universalism. [Friess, 1981. p.226] 


For Adler, one's spiritual development occurs in relation 
to others. While it is tempting to view this as a religion of human 
relations, it is more, as I have tried to demonstrate. Adler under
stood that humans are historical beings influenced by the institu
tions in which they participate, thereby necessitating ethical 
institutions in order to foster the human spirit. At the same time, 
the manner in which an individual interacts with others in the 
process of social change also, in part, determines the outcome of 
the intended action and the spiritual development of the individu
als involved. The error is in bifurcating justice and mercy, assum
ing one has priority over the other. Since we act all the time and 
thereby interact with other human beings, the nature of those 
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relationships is critical to one's spiritual development. This is the sion presently taking place 
warning Adler issued to social reformers: "The painful spectacle particular as it affects asses! 
is sometimes presented ofa leader in social movements who goes family violence. Although adc 
to pieces morally in his private relations (becomes a bad father, tions, the current debate helps 
a worthless husband, an unscrupulous sponge on his friends, etc.). discussion at hand in this pap 
Absorption in extensive public movements has this danger in it Family therapy is base 
that it often tends to make men neglectful of the nearer duties" the locus of attention a~ay fr, 
(1933, p. 55). which posits that family intf 

One might add a similar warning to individual caregivers. creating and maintaining pro 
The good father and generous husband and friend, to use Adler's the whole is more important t1" 
categories, absorbed extensively in private matters, runs the family has overriding significa 
danger of becoming neglectful of his distant duties. Rightly Goldner (1992) explains that 
understood, the issue is not the choice between nearer and more child abuse are family system! 
distant duties but the recognition that the larger and the nearer are that any intervention by the s1 
intimately connected. Personal and social ethics are reciprocally a form of social control whid 
related. Therefore, one without the other remains incomplete. fragile family. Leading famil 

Although Adler dismissed Confucian thought in a few: nuchinandIayHaley,emphas 
brief paragraphs (1933). his philosophy of spiritual and ethical; way to reduce violence. Fen:riJ: 
cultivation is. in my view. exemplified in these comments arguing that protecting famil 
Confucian philosophy: power differentials between I 
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world by extending its sensitivity to an ever-enlarging network: of 1thl:DJ:lists claim that labeling 
interconnections. The "investigation of things" in this sense 

only oversimplifies the dy should not be construed as disinterested study of external facts by 
IIOlrces the therapist into being an outside observer. Rather, it signifies a form of knowing in 

which the knower is not only informed but also transformed by the Goldner argues that n
known. To "investigate things" is to inquire into either natural "'1fI!nI1'V adequately addresses a 
phenomena or human affairs for the sake of understanding both _ ., ...... oftreatment forfamil 
the world around and ourselves. [Tu, , 1987, p. 83] 
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view away from religious institutions and look briefly at a 
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family violence. Although addressing itself to treatment interven
tions, the current debate helps in clarifying the significance ofthe 
discussion at hand in this paper. 

Family therapy is based upon systems theory, which shifts 
the locus of attention away from the individual to a broader view 
which posits that family interactions play a significant role in 
creating and maintaining problems. Systems theory claims that 
the whole is more important than any single part and therefore the 
family hasoverriding significance (Cottone and Greenwell, 1991). 
Goldner (1992) explains that on one side of the issue regarding 
child abuse are family systems analysts who, in the 1970s, argued 
that any intervention by the state to protect family membei:s was 
a form of social control which ultimately undennined an already 
fragile family. Leading family therapists, such as Salvador Mi
nuchin and Jay Haley, emphasized family preservation as the best 
way to reduce violence. Feminist therapists challenged this view, 
arguing that protecting families from external control ignores 
power differentials between men, women, and children. At the 
center of the debate is whether a therapist should be neutral or 
become an advocate. Feminists claim that neutrality in the face of 

, morally repugnant acts implicitly sanctions those acts; systemic 
therapists claim that labeling people ''victim'' and "victimizer" 
Dot only oversimplifies the dynamics of the relationship but also 
forces the therapist into being an agent of social control. 

Goldner argues that neither systems theory nor feminist 
theory adequately addresses appropriate treatment for battering. 
Thegoaloftreatment for family violence must be the containment 
ofboth opposing theories. On the one hand, a therapist must locate 
the relational problems in sociopolitical space, in history, and 
within moral categories. On the other hand, the therapist must 

rigid and prefabricated formulations. explanations, inter
!VCl1ltiOIIS, or solutions. No such theory has yet to emerge from the 
~am:SlOO between these two theories. 
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Conclusion 

The issues raised in family therapy illuminate the strengths 
and weaknesses ofphilosophies which stress either the individual 
or the system. Neither philosophy is wholly adequate; each 
contains only a partial truth. This, it seems to me, is the under
standing of the Ethical Movement. The choice is not between 
individuals and society, charity and justice, individual responsi
bility and collective responsibility - it is the containment of these 
opposites at once, not one before the other or one above the other_ 
When this tension is maintained, the efforts of an Ethical leader 
are not as minister or prophet, and the goods works of the Society 
are neither social service nor social change but both interacting. 
This is, I believe, what Adler was pointing to; namely, the spiritual 
transformation of a person as that life is lived uniquely and 
responsibly in relation to others, even others with whom she or he 
may never interact personally or directly. 

A fmal note: In describing the work ofreligious leadership 
within an Ethical Society, Adler (1933) stated that the Leader 
should retain something of the character of his predecessors. He, 
does, however, refer to this person as a "religious teacher." He i 
rejects the terminology of "priest," "prophet," and "pastor." This' 
teacher is expected to be familiar with great ethical systems and 
the moral history of humankind; study the economic, social and 
political problems of the time from an ethical viewpoint; and be 
knowledgeable in psychology and the "national character." He 
concludes his list of educational requirements by noting that 
"[a]pprenticeship in the social reform movements of the day, 
direct touch with the inner life of people, on its healthful as well 
as on its sick side, is also presupposed" [po 346]. 

In other words, it goes without saying that the Ethical 
Movement involves itself in the social reform movements of the 
day. Whether Adler means to distinguish social reform from 
social reconstruction at this point is not clear. And we may only 
speculate as to which social movements today Adler would wish 
to apprentice a novice Ethical Culture leader. What is not ambigu-
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to apprentice a novice Ethical Culture leader. What is not ambigu
ous, however, is that the Ethical Movement, as conceived by 
Adler, is a movement in and of the great social questions of its 
time. 

Note 

1 Oneexception in America was the Down·Town Ethical Society on New 
York's Lower East Side. Organized in 1899, this Society remained institution
any separate from the New York Society for Ethical Culture for fear that its 
working-class immigrant members would not look kindly on the patrician 
sponsors from the uptown society. By 1911 the Down-Town Society had over 
SOO members. However, the spiritual elements of the society grew increasingly 
I8'e until, in 1913, its name was changed to Madison House, thereby clearly 
associating itself with the settlement house movement (Radest. 1969). 
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